Which of these words are nouns? Write them in the blue box below.

Gum  Running  Hat  Broom
Cards  Chair  Soccer ball  Idea
Chilly  Funny  Guitar  Bicycle
Dictionary  Sweating  Loud
Pretty  Emotions

Which of these words are verbs? Write them in the red box below.

Looking  Refreshed  Angry  Soda  Happening
Pants  Backpack  Giraffe  To speak  To prance
Charming  Pizza  Huge  Apple  Singing
Bored  Moving  To open  Long
Which of these words are adjectives? Write them in the purple box below.

| Shoes | Clean | Long | Wise | Cooking | Nicaraguan | Hole | Fish | To compete | To wish | Island | Nice | Deep | Time | Mysterious | Sister | Curly | Noisy | Talking | Strong | Water |